Determination of methylmercury in environmental matrixes by on-line flow injection and atomic fluorescence spectrometry.
The precision and bias of monomethylmercury (MMHg) determinations in environmental samples can be improved by directly coupling and automating the numerous steps involved with analysis of this toxic Hg species. We developed a simple and robust mercury speciation analyzer (MSA) for measurement of MMHg in environmental matrixes. This on-line hyphenated system couples the main analytical steps, including sample introduction, aqueous-phase ethylation, Tenax preconcentration, and gas chromatographic separation, to cold vapor atomic fluorescence detection and data acquisition. Here we describe the MMHg-MSA, present results of laboratory optimization and performance tests, and compare the reproducibility between dual analytical channels. With alternating sample concentration and analysis, a dual-channel system permits six high-accuracy MMHg determinations per hour. Additional advantages compared to the traditional manual method include ease of operation and high precision (<5% relative standard deviation). The MSA is applicable to the determination of MMHg in various environmental matrixes, and it can be fully automated. This method was validated by analysis of MMHg in certified reference materials of sediment and biological tissue. Estimated detection limits for MMHg with the MSA are approximately 0.01 ng g(-1) for a 0.1-g sample of dry sediment or fish and approximately 0.01 ng L(-1) for 0.15 L of water.